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Submitted By
Thor Stacey

Submited On
1/31/2014 4:03:46 PM

Affiliation
Alaska Professional Hunters Association

Phone
9077231494

Email
thorstacey@gmail.com

Address
PO Box 240971
Anchorage, Alaska 99524

Dear Alaska Board of Game Members,

 

Please find the following comments regarding proposals you will be considering during the February board meeting in Fairbanks. The
Alaska Professional Hunters Association Inc. (APHA) is opposed to attempts to change non-resident allocation formulas established in
Board Policy (2007-173-BOG). APHA members rely on fair and predictable allocation to non-resident hunters based on defensible
biological parameters that are inline with the principles of sustained yield and result in a maximum benefit of ALL users. The APHA
maintains it support of the Board’s current allocative policies and believes that the well defined, species specific, resident preferences are
in the best interests all Alaskans.

The APHA is in strong support of the Board and Department’s efforts to form a sheep-working group. We feel strongly that this group
should incorporate voices from stakeholders across the state. To this effect, we request that hunting guides are considered “stakeholders”
and that persons responsible for the formation and implementation of this group are provided information to this effect. We maintain our
participation in this group is historically justified and that our knowledgeable perspective will be essential to its ultimate success. We see
the goal of the working group as:

 

to have a robust discussion, in a think-tank format, that presents current understandings of sheep biology and sheep harvest
information (Alaska) to a group of diverse, knowledgeable Alaskan stakeholders who incorporate their perspectives in the drafting of a
statewide sheep management plan that relies on a set of pre-determined, agreed upon, management tools the Board of Game shall
adopt to achieve the goals and objectives the group sets’ for a sustainable future for Alaska sheep hunting.

 

We strongly suggest that the management tools include not only “stop-gap” measures to conserve the resource but, given abundance,
opportunity liberalizations as well. Alaska’s final sheep management plan should be made easily available to the public and then allowed
to run its course for 10 years before it is revisited. Our 10-year recommendation is based on recognition of the need for biological and
social compromise. First, we considered the cyclical nature of Alaska’s game populations and our northern latitude that can retard the
effects of management changes (up to 20+ years). It is quite probable that ten years will be an insufficient timeline to measure the full
biological effects, on a statewide basis, of a new management strategy. Second, we believe that given Alaska’s current rate of population
growth and the short average length of residency, 10-years will be about as long as the public will understand and accept the working
group’s results. We feel that the 10-year goal is a good compromise that allows for public re-appraisal while giving new management
practices some time to run their course. The recent reappraisal and subsequent validation of the Unit 4 Brown Bear Management Plan
(January 2013, Sitka BOG meeting) is an excellent example of the net positive effects this type of working group can have for the resource
and the surrounding social climate. The Sheep working group is a timely project and has our strong support.

As you consider our positions we urge you to keep in mind that Alaska’s professional guide industry represents a significant and important
economy in rural Alaska. In addition to the “new dollars” the guide industry brings to rural Alaska and the private sector at large, our client’s
tag and license purchases directly and indirectly, through matching Federal funds, provide the “lion’s share” of ADF&G’s funding. The
health of our industry is dependent upon prudent stewardship and conservation of Alaska’s wildlife as well as fair allocation. It is precisely
because or our stewardship principles and respect for all users and a fair allocation process that our members maintain deep community
ties across our vast State. Alaska’s professional hunters ask that when you consider the below comments you remain mindful that its in our
best interest to have abundant game as well as a healthy, inclusive social situation that is in the best interests of ALL Alaskan’s.

 

Individual Proposal Comment

 

Below you will find our comments on individual proposals under your consideration for Region III. Leading up to the drafting of these
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comments the APHA held a tele-conference and invited all of its members to participate in the drafting of these comments. This tele-
conference was well attended with good representation from guides who conduct hunts in Region III. You will find that there are some
proposals that we don’t have comments listed for. These were proposals that we felt did not directly impact guides or that are outside of
the groups purview. We also chose, in a couple of instances, to group similar proposals together and combine our recommendations
(example, wolverine hunting season proposals). While these comments represent the voice of our group, you will undoubtedly get
comments from APHA members who want their individual positions considered as well. Because the APHA takes a statewide
perspective when approaching Board proposals, we urge you to consider regional expertise from our members even when their position
is different from that of the APHA. Finally, we thank you for you consideration and urge you to reach out to our membership for clarity and
details on proposals before you, either on a unit-by-unit or regional basis. Given the opportunity, Alaska’s hunting guides will continue to
bring a wealth of wildlife and hunting knowledge and experience to table.

 

Region III Sheep Proposals

 

The APHA remains solution oriented regarding the recent slew of “sheep re-allocation/resident first proposals” but believes that the best
solution will come from compromises that put all the users groups at the same table with the same objective information. We ask that the
board to reject ALL SHEEP PROPOSALS PENDING THE RESULTS OF THE SHEEP WORKING GROUP. Furthermore, during the past
7 years the APHA has been actively fulfilling its commitment to the Board to advocate for a guide concession program on State Lands that
will significantly reduce conflicts over game resources in Alaska. While the Guide Concession Program is in its final round of debate
in the legislature before being implemented, it is more appropriate that the results of the sheep-working group be applied in
conjunction with guide area implementation. Furthermore, because areas with and without guiding concessions have vastly different
intensities of conflict over sheep, these substantive findings can and will be addressed in the working groups’ recommendations’ even if
guide areas are not implemented. In a scenario where Guide Concessions are implemented behind schedule the
recommendations of the working group can be seamlessly be applied in to management strategies in this “delayed” or
“tiered” implementation scenario. We feel this is appropriate because sheep conservation is not an issue, trophy quality and other
subjective hunt qualities and values are. We feel that the working group format is the best possible forum for airing, expressing and solving
this list of grievances currently being alleged between user groups.

 

We urge you to move the working group ahead rapidly, in the interest of ALL Alaskan sheep hunters and, potentially, the resource itself!

 

 

Proposals 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49- OPPOSE

 

We oppose all of the above proposals that seek to restrict non-resident sheep hunters. These proposals lack a conservation perspective
and are strictly allocative in nature.

 

Proposal 44- OPPOSE

 

The Alaska Backcountry Hunters (AKBH) suggest that areas without guide concessions require non-resident draw to get to an acceptable
allocation and success rate for resident hunters. We have chosen to address Proposal 44 independent of the other Region III sheep
proposals because it highlights a conservation concern (the hypothesis that not all of the mature rams can be harvested from the
population each year) while, at the same time, providing data to support the positive value of Guide Concessions from a resident-
allocation perspective.

 

We OPPOSE this proposal because the justification for this change to non-resident allocation is overly simplified and because drawing
hunts, in units without guide concessions, destroy business viability. For clarity: it is impossible for a guide to plan or run a guide business
when he does not know what kind or how many hunts he has the opportunity to sell. Random drawing hunts destabilize and cripple
responsible, ethical guides from offering sustainable hunting opportunities. However, defined limitations on non-resident hunters are not
necessarily damaging where a guide has a concession, for a finite duration (say 10 years), with a predictable number and type of hunts to
offer and capitalize on. Alaska’s guide businesses are almost wholly Alaskan owned and operated. Random draw hunts have allowed
technology savvy entities to “stuff the box” and effectively control how Alaska’s game resource is marketed and who benefits from it. While
“guide client agreements” help preserve Alaska resident guides’ inherent quality advantages, they are insufficient, in themselves, to
prevent sophisticated drawing application services from controlling and effectively owning the resource. Simply put; the APHA cannot
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support random draw hunts without concessions being put in place first because of the loss of viability for guide
businesses.

 

While we agree with AKBHA’s that guide concessions are absolutely positive for resident hunters and will benefit the resource, we
disagree that non-resident sheep draws are the “silver bullet” to fix sheep hunting without concessions. We would caution the Board that
AKBHA’s support for repealing this proposal, once guide concession are implemented, could be dis-ingenuine due their opposition of the
Guide Concession Bill in the legislature. We would encourage the AKBHA to bring this data, showing the positive effects of guide
concessions on resident hunting opportunity, to the legislature in support of the Guide Concession Bill. We would also encourage AKBHA
to assert itself as a “stakeholder” and for the Department to include them in the sheep working group membership.

 

We recognize that this proposal raises a conservation question (hypothesis) and that it is not strictly allocative in nature but
we disagree that the proposed solution will get the most desirable results for Alaskans.   

 

 

Proposal 51- SUPPORT

 

Support based on the given merits.

 

Proposal 59- SUPPORT

 

We support this proposal because it provides for higher quality, longer hunts for guided clients without causing conservation or allocation
concern. A few hunters will benefit, without costing the resource or other users.  

 

Proposal 60- SUPPORT

 

We support this proposal based on the department’s comments. Increasing accuracy of harvest reporting and hunting effort will prevent
future conservation concerns.

 

Proposal 61- SUPPORT

 

Since this proposal increases guided hunter opportunity, without increasing harvest or causing a conservation concern, we support it.

 

Proposal - 62 & 63 SUPPORT

 

We support these proposal based on our members observations of predator numbers and densities.  We agree with the department’s
comments.

 

Proposal – 65 OPPOSE

 

We oppose this proposal because sheep are less desirable to consume, while confined to critical habitat in the winter months. We believe
that proxy hunting could result in harvest way beyond the C&T for the unit. Hunting sheep in the winter will result in higher harvest with a high
likelihood of harassment and unnecessary stress on the animals.
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Proposal 68- OPPOSE

 

We oppose this proposal because we don’t want to compromise the working groups management plan, outside of that process, with an
individual proposal.

 

Proposal  69- Conditional SUPPORT

 

We support the concept of this proposal and what it is trying to accomplish; fully utilized drawing tags with emergency transfer provisions.
Drawing hunts are very problematic for guides in general and special measures, such as what is suggested in this proposal, are need to
maintain economic viability within a drawing hunt management scheme. Once good example of the types of special considerations that
guides need stay viable when a hunt goes to draw is “guide client agreements.” The regulation requires that both the guide and client
understand their mutual commitments once the tag is drawn and prevents wasted or unused tags. However, what happens when a client
has to cancel due to a family emergency and has not paid for the balance of the hunt? APHA members have long term, well run
businesses that are viable because they have good/excellent reputations. In these situations, the guide generally takes a loss and the tag
goes unused. We support a mechanism for emergency transfer of tags to another client in the case of family or medical emergencies.

 

 

 

Proposal  81- SUPPORT

Move statewide.

 

Proposal 99 & 100- OPPOSE

 

We strongly oppose any changes to the Wood River Controlled Use Area (WRCUA). The north side of the Alaska Range is one of the
most productive game ranges in the State with diversities of opportunity and species nearly unparallel in State. This biological wealth is
also close to the second largest city in Alaska with a very active hunting tradition. By creating the WRCUA, Fair Chase Alaska hunting
guides have been able rely on pack animals and backpacks to provide unique wilderness experiences. These businesses have built
reputations based on these experiences that will become meaningless and outdated should the WRCUA be changed. We strongly
oppose proposals 99 & 100 because the CUA status of this area maximizes opportunity while not unfairly disadvantaging residents and
guides who choose to use traditional, non-mechanized modes of travel to hunt and enjoy this rich, easily accessible area. If the integrity of
the CUA is compromised it will come at the expense of hunting opportunity.

 

Proposal 107- SUPPORT

 

We strongly support this proposal based on its given merits and the department’s statements that this will not cause a conservation
concern.

 

 

 

Sincerely,

 

            Thor Stacey
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     Alaska Trappers Association 
                   PO Box 82177 
            Fairbanks, AK 99708 
ATTN: BOG COMMENTS 
Alaska Department of Fish & Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811 
 
Dear Chairman & Members of the Board 
 
On behalf of the more than 900 members of the Alaska Trappers Association, We wish to share our 
opinions on several proposals which you will be considering during your February, 14 meeting in 
Fairbanks. 
 
Proposal #54 – The Board of game has demonstrated leadership in the use of snares for black bears. We 
defer to their judgment. 
 
Proposal #55 – We would like to point out that the USFWS uses foot snares foe capturing bears. If it is 
acceptable for the USFWS to use snares to capture bears, it should be acceptable for the citizens of the 
state as well. 
 
Proposal #64 – The ATA supports the alignment of trapping season dates. We defer to the judgment of 
the board of game regarding specific opening and closing dates.  
 
Proposal #73 – The ATA supports the alignment of trapping dates. We defer to the judgment of the 
board of game regarding specific opening and closing dates. 
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Joe Letarte 
President ATA 
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Submitted By
Charles Derrick

Submited On
1/29/2014 3:34:09 PM

Affiliation
Self

Phone
907-488-3093

Email
cderrickak@aol.com

Address
891 Seldom Seen Rd
Fairbanks, Alaska 99712

Jan. 28, 2014

 

Comments of Charles Derrick

Proposal 107 non-resident moose draw permits in 20B Minto Flats

Support as Amended

 

 

I am a 42 year resident of Fairbanks and have moose hunted in Minto Flats for many of those years. I and no member of my family has
been or is a hunting guide or assistant. According to Fish and Game biologists, moose numbers are high in Minto Flats as born out by this
late falls Minto Flats moose survey. I would support the issuance of 8 non-resident bull moose permits if season and antler restrictions are
as written in the proposal (Sept. 8-25, 50” antlers or 4 brow tines on one side). Fish and Game biologists tell me that a harvest of 125-150
bulls in Minto Flats would be sustainable. In the Minto Flats Mgmt.Area including the early ANY BULL hunt (Aug. 21-27), the GENERAL
HUNT (Sept. 8-25 spike/fork, 50”, or 4 brow tines on one side), and the ANTLERLESS HUNT (Oct. 15-Feb. 28) in which a small number of
bull calves were harvested, in each of the last 2 years there were approx. 104 bulls harvested. With a projected 125-150 sustainable bull
harvest there is more harvest opportunity not being utilized. If the Board decides to issue non-resident draw permits I would like to see the
bag limit regulations different for residents versus non-residents. I suggest the Game Board change the Resident General Hunt antler
restrictions from 4 brow tines on one side to 3 brow tines on one side . This would still leave the antler restriction in place reading
spike/fork, 50”, or 3 brow tines on one side. I feel this drop to a 3 brow tine restriction for Residents along with the 8 non-resident 50”or 4
brow tines draw permits, would raise the bull harvest closer to F&G's 125-150 without shortening the season.
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Submitted By
David Machacek

Submited On
1/28/2014 2:08:52 PM

Affiliation
self

#43 = SUPPORT. The resident voice for a season preference on sheep hunting is increasing and should be addressed soon. It is a pretty
safe bet that the majority of Alaskans support a resident preference. This proposal seems to have the least impacts on the guide industry
and minimal, to no cost impacts to the State. With non-residents taking the vast majority of the sheep harvest in most GMUs, residents
need an edge. Most residents are busy working in the community year around and have little time for pre-season scouting for sheep. They
certainly almost never have assistants to help locate sheep. This proposal makes no change to the current non-resident season, but gives
the resident an opportunity scout while sheep hunting hopefully balancing opportunity with the non-resident, who's guide likely knows what
sheep they will shoot long before the season. Request the BOG give this proposal a try and should there be any financial impacts to the
State, I would certainly support resident tags fees to make up any financial impacts to the State.

#55 = Oppose. Use of snares can be our only effect tool for population control. Please do not take any tools off the table.

#60 = Oppose. I totally support harvest reporting, but a 7 day requirement to report is often impossible. A reasonable reporting period is
needed to cover those hunters on a 2 week trip and taking their moose on day one.

#76 = Oppose. A muzzleloader with round balls is very ineffective on big game and will  likely wound more animals for the tour buses to
view. This would be supportable with use of any muzzleloader with modern bullets

#92 = Support as amended. Modify bag limit for Bison in unit 20D to one per lifetime of hunter successfully taking a Bison; limit one permit
per household; awarded under a party drawing permit. This will allow a few more permits to go to Alaskans who have never hunted Bison
before, providing a fairer permit system. In talking and listening to residents, it seems the majority agree spreading the permits around is
the way it should be. Surprisingly those against it are hunters who have previously drawn one or several permits and strongly believe they
should get another permit before other Alaskans get their first!

#94 = OPPOSE.  Hidden in this proposal is the elimination of two days hunters can use ATVs in the Delta Controlled Use Area, RC835,
(Aug 26 & 27). Those hunters with sheep tags which open on 26th of Aug would no longer also be able to hunt caribou on the same trip.
Also the distance from the highway to east of the Jarvis is too far for most hunters to reasonable be expected to carry a caribou without the
use of an ATV...which also explains why there is little harvest prior to 26 August.

#95 = OPPOSE.  Hidden in this proposal is the elimination of two days hunters can use ATVs in the Delta Controlled Use Area, RC835,
(Aug 26 & 27). Those hunters with sheep tags which open on 26th of Aug would no longer also be able to caribou on the same trip. Also
the distance from the highway to east of Jarvis is too far for most hunters to reasonable be expected to carry a caribou without the use of
an ATV...which also explains why there is little harvest prior to 26 August. Although the proposed drawing for Aug 26 - Sept 10 would be
very nice.

#99 & #100 OPPOSE: The WRCU is very open and accessible country, with mining trails everywhere. Removal of the travel controls
during August/September would exterminate every animal in the area. ATV's & Track Vehicles could cover nearly every square mile of
area leaving no moose, sheep, caribou in likely one season. The WRCU is already hunted hard with brush planes and hunters with horses,
removal of the restrictions will create more hunter conflicts.

#101 Support as amended. "1 moose by targeted-hunt permit only; by muzzleloader or shotgun or bow & arrow at the Dept digression; up
to 100 permits may issued". Shotguns & bow are often not very efficient on moose, adding muzzleloader would provide a short range
effective option. Also only the Muzzleloader or Bow hunters would have additional training requirements, any untrained person could use a
shotgun legally.

#105 SUPPORT. Grizzlies are taking over traditional black bear territory in unit 20B. I attempted a black bear bait near a popular
recreation area last spring where I know there have been black bears for atleast the last 30 years. I had nothing but grizzly after grizzly at
the bait site. Eventually we had to just give it up...too many grizzlies.

#109 SUPPORT. There is no biological reason to eliminate this opportunity like the Dept proposes in #110. Terrain is extremely difficult,
but given the right snow condition there likely will be some harvest. I saw Bulls during the last November season and we enjoyed our time
out there, but just couldn't get within muzzleloader range of the ones we saw. The risk of any over harvest are near null, it is just too
challenging of an area. This could be a wide open general hunt with rifles and harvest would still be minimal. The Dept supports
lengthening the season in this area of 20B under proposal #111, which is fine, but takes me back to "there being no biologic reason to
take away this November.

#110 OPPOSE. No biological reason. Should the Board support this season elimination, PLEASE consider that the 2014 drawing has
been done & likely hunters will know if drawn before the BOG completes this meeting. Refunding hunters $5 really doesn't make up for the
lost opportunity to apply for a different hunt. Should the Board support this action, please delay implementation until after the 2014 season.

#113 SUPPORT. Potentially this could be the best youth hunt anywhere. There must be some limited number of permits that could be
given to our children to create the ultimate experience they will always remember. Not all youth can afford to be pulled out of school for a
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hunt. I hear there is a Sheep Survey being developed that may shed some light on the public perception, but I do not believe it will change
the fact that we need to get our youth away from TV, IPADS, IPHONES, etc, etc and get there interest in our hunting heritage.

#115 OPPOSE. Harvest is low in this area. Visibility is poor in most places, where your often lucky to get glimpse of a moose. Adding a
resident antler restriction would take the moose harvest to near zero.

#121 OPPOSE. These trails have existed for decades with hunters using them, restricting their use now is unneeded and unfair for those
that use the area.
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Submitted By
Hannah

Submited On
1/31/2014 4:06:15 PM

Affiliation
Denali Citizens Council

Phone
907-687-2403

Email
hbragland@hotmail.com

Address
PO Box 78
Denali Park, Alaska 99755

On behalf of the board and over 300 members of the Denali Citizens Council (DCC), I am submitting comments on the Board of Game’s
2013/2014 Proposed Changes to Regulations.  DCC represents local, regional and national citizens with a particular interest in
maintaining the natural integrity of this region.  We appreciate the opportunity to comment.  Thank you for the opportunity to submit
comments online.  This forum is easier for many local residents to use, and makes the public process easier and more accessible to many
Alaska citizens.

 

Proposal 51, Hunting seasons and bag limits for fur animals (Lengthen the wolf season) – Oppose

We are opposed to increasing the length of the season for taking wolves in game management Subunits 20A and 20C.  The wolf
populations are already at extreme lows in nearby federal lands, and are likely also at low population levels on state lands, and this action
is not needed. 

 

Proposal 52, Brown bear tag fee exemptions – Oppose

We are opposed to tag fee exemptions for brown bears.  As a state resource, we feel that a $25 fee is nominal and does not need to be
reduced or eliminated.

 

Proposal 97, Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose (reauthorize the antlerless moose seasons in Unit 20A) - Oppose
We understand that the Department has found that moose numbers in 20A are down to a point at which an antlerless hunt is not necessary
in this area.  Because of this, and widespread local opposition because of the social impacts, we are opposed to the reauthorization of
the antlerless moose hunt in 20A at this time.

 

Proposal 98, Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose - Support

We support reducing the chance of waste (in the case of hunters shooting a bull then realizing it did not meet antler restrictions), and taking
pressure off the largest bull moose in a population by changing regulation to “any bull” in 20A. 

 

Proposal 99, Controlled Use Areas (Remove the Wood River CUA) - Oppose

Proposal 100, CUA (Modify the boundaries of the Wood River CUA) - Oppose

We support the preservation of non-motorized hunting opportunities, which is a scarce opportunity for hunters who desire a non-motorized
hunt.  Eliminating areas for non-motorized hunts and promoting more motorized access is not equitable for hunters who prefer an
opportunity for non-motorized access.  There are already so few opportunities for non-motorized hunting in Interior Alaska, and eliminating
or reducing the size of the Wood River CUA would make this type of hunting opportunity even more scarce.

 

Proposal 101, Hunting Season and bag limits for moose -  Unsure ,need clarification

It’s unclear how additional hunting opportunities in the Yanert CUA or the Wood River CUA will alleviate problems with moose on the road
system. 
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Proposal 103, Taking of game by proxy (limit in Units 20A and 20B) – Support

Limiting proxy hunting to one per year would help to reduce localized overharvest.  Keeping the limit at one would still provide an
opportunity for those who need a proxy.

 

Proposal 104, and 105, Permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait or scent lures (allow harvest of brown bear over black bear bait
sites in 20A and 20B) – Oppose

Proposal 162, Feeding of Game (clarify that brown bears can be taken over bait)– Oppose

Using bait to hunt grizzly bears is an unethical form of hunting that should not be allowed.  Not only is it unethical, it habituates bears to
food, and creates a public danger for nearby cabin owners and recreational users.  We are opposed to the baiting of both black and
grizzly bears.  Baiting of black bears inevitably will attract grizzly bears, which is why baiting of black bears should be eliminated.

 

Proposals 116, CUA (Create Nenana-Totchaket Resource Development Corridor CUA) – Support

Proposal 117, CUA (Reinstitute the Nenana CUA) – Support

We support the reinstitution of the Nenana Controlled Use Area, and/or the Nenana-Totchaket Resource Development Corridor Controlled
Use Area.  Access to this area has improved due to recent natural gas developments and road improvements, which will lead to increased
use of the area for hunting, specifically motorized hunting that may not have been possible, or at least would have been much more difficult
before the development occurred.  At a minimum,  we hope the Board will create a temporary Controlled Use Area to ensure that negative
impacts to local residents and wildlife populations are not dramatically increased from this increased access.  We support the
preservation and establishment of non-motorized hunting opportunities, which is a scarce opportunity for hunters who desire a non-
motorized hunt.

 

Proposal 172, Remove black bears from the furbearer classification – Support

The practice of snaring bears is unethical and should be eliminated.  It can condition bears to food (creating a danger for nearby residents
and recreational users), and also increases the “incidental take” of brown bears who are drawn to the same bait set up for snaring black
bears.  Like bait stations (see comments on Proposals 104, 105, 162), this form of hunting should not be allowed.
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Submitted By
Douglas Hoftiezer

Submited On
1/15/2014 5:17:07 PM

Affiliation

Phone
920-889-1744

Email
dnkhoftiezer@gci.net

Address
PO Box 1674
Seward, Alaska 99664

I'm writing this in support of opening an earlier sheep season for bowhunters only. The impact on sheep populations will be extremely
minimal and it will be primarily resident utilized.
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Submitted By
Hannah

Submited On
1/31/2014 4:08:12 PM

Affiliation

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments online.  This forum is easier for many local residents to use, and makes the public
process easier and more accessible to many Alaska citizens.

 

Proposal 51, Hunting seasons and bag limits for fur animals (Lengthen the wolf season) – Oppose

I am opposed to increasing the length of the season for taking wolves in game management Subunits 20A and 20C.   Wolf populations in
the area are already at low population numbers, and increasing the hunting season is not necessary. 

 

Proposal 52, Brown bear tag fee exemptions – Oppose

I am opposed to tag fee exemptions for brown bears.  As a state resource, I feel that a $25 fee is nominal and does not need to be
reduced or eliminated.

 

Proposal 97, Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose (reauthorize the antlerless moose seasons in Unit 20A) - Oppose
I understand that the Department has found that moose numbers in 20A are down to a point at which an antlerless hunt is not necessary in
this area.  Because of this, and widespread local opposition because of the social impacts, we are opposed to the reauthorization of the
antlerless moose hunt in 20A at this time.
 

Proposal 98, Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose - Support

I support reducing waste (in the case of hunters shooting a bull then realizing it did not meet antler restrictions), and taking pressure off the
largest bull moose in a population. 

 

Proposal 99, Controlled Use Areas (Remove the Wood River CUA) - Oppose

Proposal 100, CUA (Modify the boundaries of the Wood River CUA)  – Opposed

I support the preservation of non-motorized hunting opportunities, which is a scarce opportunity for hunters who desire a non-motorized
hunt.  Eliminating areas for non-motorized hunts and promoting more motorized access is not equitable for hunters who prefer an
opportunity for non-motorized access.  There are already so few opportunities for non-motorized hunting in Interior Alaska, and eliminating
or reducing the size of the Wood River CUA would make this type of hunting opportunity even more scarce.

 

Proposal 101, Hunting Season and bag limits for moose - Oppose, unless amended

It’s unclear how additional hunting opportunities in the Ferry Trail Management Area, Yanert CUA or the Wood River CUA will alleviate
problems with moose on the road system.   Using road system safety concerns for hunts in these areas is not explained by this proposal
and, at a minimum, Proposal 101 should be amended so that areas far from the road system are not included.

 

Proposal 103, Taking of game by proxy (limit in Units 20A and 20B)  – Support

Limiting proxy hunting to one per year would help to reduce localized overharvest.  Keeping the limit at one would still provide an
opportunity for those who need a proxy.

 

Proposals 104 and 105, Permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait or scent lures (allow harvest of brown bear over black bear bait
sites in 20A and 20B) – Oppose

Proposal 162, Feeding of Game (clarify that brown bears can be taken over bait)– Oppose

Using bait to hunt grizzly bears is an unethical form of hunting that should not be allowed.  Not only is it unethical, it habituates bears to
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food, and creates a public danger for nearby cabin owners and recreational users.  We are opposed to the baiting of both black and
grizzly bears.  Baiting of black bears inevitably will attract grizzly bears, which is why baiting of black bears should be eliminated.

 

Proposal 116, CUA (Create Nenana-Totchaket Resource Development Corridor CUA) – Support

Proposal 117, CUA (Reinstitute the Nenana CUA)  – Support

I support the reinstitution of the Nenana Controlled Use Area, and/or the Nenana-Totchaket Resource Development Corridor Controlled
Use Area.  Access to this area has improved due to recent natural gas developments and road improvements, which will lead to increased
use of the area for hunting, specifically motorized hunting that may not have been possible, or at least would have been much more difficult
before the development occurred.  At a minimum, I hope the Board will create a temporary Controlled Use Area to ensure that negative
impacts to local residents and wildlife populations are not dramatically increased from this increased access.  I support the preservation
and establishment of non-motorized hunting opportunities, which is a scarce opportunity for hunters who desire a non-motorized hunt.

 

Proposal 121, CUA (Create a CUA around the Road to Tanana in Unit 20F) – Support

Access to this area is proposed to be improved, which will lead to increased use of the area for hunting, specifically motorized hunting that
may not have been possible, or at least would have been much more difficult before the development occurred.  At a minimum, I hope the
Board will create a temporary Controlled Use Area to ensure that negative impacts to local residents and wildlife populations are not
dramatically increased from this increased access.  I support the preservation and establishment of non-motorized hunting opportunities,
which is a scarce opportunity for hunters who desire a non-motorized hunt.

 

Proposal 140, Harvest tickets and reports (require specification of whether hunt was for subsitence or recreation) – Support

It seems reasonable to ask hunters to check an extra box, so that the state can better determine the purpose of hunting opportunities to
make management decisions in the future.

 

Proposal 172, Remove black bears from the furbearer classification – Support

The practice of snaring bears is unethical and should be eliminated.  It can condition bears to food (creating a danger for nearby residents
and recreational users), and also increases the “incidental take” of brown bears who are drawn to the same bait set up for snaring black
bears.  Like bait stations (see comments on Proposals 104, 105, 162), this form of hunting should not be allowed.
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Submitted By
Isaac Rowland

Submited On
10/30/2013 1:14:11 PM

Affiliation

Phone
(907) 322-5545

Email
isaac@reconllc.net

Address
1102 Violet Dr
Fairbanks, Alaska 99712

30 October, 2013

 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Attn.:    Mr. Spraker

Re:         Comments on proposals #94, 95, 116, 32, 47

Mr. Spraker,

 

Proposal #94   -  SUPPORT w/ Amendments

Proposal #94 seeks to move the caribou season in the Macomb CUA from Aug 10-27th to Aug 26-Sept 20.     It also eliminates the Aug
26-27 motorized hunt in the DCUA.   

It has been my experience that the current August hunt in the Macomb CUA is very poor.   Although there are typically many caribou in the
areas accessible on foot, they are almost exclusively cow, calfs, and a very few small bulls.    I very much enjoy hunting the area, but would
strongly prefer that the hunt in the Macomb CUA be extended into September to allow for a greater chance at mature bulls for hunters
willing to hike into the area.

Although I support the proposal as written, I recognize that it eliminating the motorized hunt may significantly lower the overall caribou
harvest.    My recommendation is as follows:

WEST of the Johnson River (DCUA) – Registration Aug 10-27th

EAST of the Johnson River (Macomb CUA and GMU 12) -  Registration Aug 10th – Sept 20th or quota is met. 

The hunt has not met the allowable harvest quota for several years, and it is very unlikely that walk-in hunters in the extended season would
cause a significant overharvest in the Macomb CUA.    Both the distance and elevation gain that is required for hunters to reach the herd
will fundamentally limit hunting pressure.   However, for those hunters willing to put in the effort, an extended September season would likely
provide a much higher quality hunt than is currently available during the August season.

Proposal #95  - SUPPORT w/ Amendment

Proposal #95 seeks to shorten the Macomb caribou herd registration hunt while at the same time adding an additional drawing hunt after
August 25th.    The purpose of the proposal is to limit and spread out hunting pressure during the time when the DCUA is open to
motorized access.

I support proposal #95 in concept, however I do believe as a side effect it un-necessarily limits walk in hunters in the Macomb CUA.     The
Macomb CUA does not have a motorized season, and by requiring both a draw tag and non-motorized access it essentially “doubles
down” on restrictions in that area, and it is likely that very few hunters would access the Macomb Plateau during the preferred September
hunt time frame.   

mailto:isaac@reconllc.net
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My recommendation would be to extend the season to Sept 10th as requested, but only require a drawing tag for the portion of the hunt
outside the Macomb CUA.  

 

Proposal #116 – OPPOSE

 

Proposal #116 seeks to institute a new Controlled Use Area around the Totchaket Right of Way.   As written, the proposal would create a
non-motorized area both on and 2 miles either side of the road being developed on the west side of the Nenana River.    The Totchaket
Corridor stretches from the Nenana River at Nenana to the Kantisha River, a distance of nearly 30 miles. 

It is my opinion that these restrictions are un-necessarily drastic.   Because there is essentially no foot access to the area, this non-
motorized CUA would essentially eliminate all hunting in prime area of nearly 120 square miles.

In addition, a large fire burned the majority of the Totchaket highway corridor in 2009, and the area now supports extensive young aspen,
willow, and birch re-growth.   In addition there are numerous wetland areas in the unit.    It has been my observation that the moose
population is doing very well.   

I strongly OPPOSE this proposal.

 

Proposal #32, #47

This proposal seeks to open an early, archery only, sheep seasons.

I have no significant objection to this proposal.   However, the BOG should consider if this proposal should apply to non-residents as well
as residents.   It is possible that by adding an early season hunt that is open to non-residents, an increase in pressure may result by
essentially allowing each guide in the field to book one additional client per season.    While success rates for archery residents is
extremely low, success rates for guided hunters is much higher. 

 

Sincerely,

Isaac Rowland
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Submitted By
James

Submited On
10/9/2013 10:03:15 AM

Affiliation

Dear Board Members,

For the record my name is James Pound from Soldotna, Alaska.  I have hunted in unit 13 for the past several years and prior to that in unit
14.  This past year it became very obvious that unit 13, especially in the Tangle Lakes and Swede Lake area is now overpopulated with
hunters during the September season. This is due in part to the liberal approval of caribou permits in the region.  Additionally, this is due to
a requirement that an individual with a caribou permit in unit 13 must hunt moose in the same unit.   The bull moose population in unit 13 is
being overhunted by this policy.

I would ask the board to consider a revision for the 2014-2015 hunting season in unit 13.  Allow caribou permit hunters to seek moose in
other units.  As an example, since the cow caribou permit in 2013 was only good for one day many hunters would have more than likely
gone to other units to hunt for moose.  This would have greatly improved the number of hunters in unit 13.  You have parking areas in the
unit that rival downtown Anchorage for the number of vehicles parked.

Presently, Fish and Wildlife protection has two enforcement officers for an area that is probably the size of New Jersey.  It is difficult for
them to keep up. I am sure if you ask them, they will agree.

I request that the board seriously review this request and consider it as a viable option for future hunting in Unit 13. At least an experiment
for 2014 and lets see how it works.

I thank you in advance for your consideration.

 

James Pound
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Submitted By
Joe Letarte

Submited On
1/30/2014 4:31:43 PM

Affiliation
Self

Phone
907-488-7517

Email
letarte@alaska.net

Address
Box 16075
Two Rivers, Alaska 99716

Proposals 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 49, all deal with the elimination of non resident hunters. I am not in favor of this option and feel it
has time and time again been shown to not be needed or wanted except for a few individuals. Please disregard these proposals.
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Submitted By
Joe Letarte

Submited On
1/30/2014 4:50:14 PM

Affiliation
Self

Phone
907-488-7517

Email
letarte@alaska.net

Address
Box 16075
Two Rivers, Alaska 99716

I support proposal 80. I have hunted and guided in 25D for almost 30 years and can safely say the number of grizzly bear has increased in
those years substantiality. I see grizzly bear running moose in the spring on a regular basis and grizzly have gone from uncommon to very
common. If we want moose numbers to ever recover we must deal with the grizzly numbers now. We now get mutiple bears at a time on
our bait stations and I will send in pictures to back up my statement
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Pilcher, Nissa R B (DFG) 

 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Joe Letarte 
Friday, January 31, 2014 3:28 PM 
Pilcher, Nissa R B (DFG) 
Re: BoG Pictures for Joe Letarte Proposal 80 

 
 
These pictures are from my bear bait stations in unit 25D. I now have so many bears in this area it is almost 
impossible to hunt black bear over the baits. The Moose management plan that was done by the USFWS, Local 
Villages, Fish and Game, and local guides back in the 90s identified the need to take more bears to enhance the 
moose population that has been depressed for many years. This form of hunting is a good way to implement the 
wishes of the moose management plan. If Moose are to make a come back in the area we have to thin out the 
grizzly population. A vote against this proposal is a vote against people of the Yukon river having moose meat 
for there survival. I have countless more pictures like theses from the last three years. I will be out of town 
the first few days of the meeting in February so will not be able to testify in person. I will be present during the 
week of the meeting should you have any questions. 907-488-7517 
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Submitted By
John Sones

Submited On
1/29/2014 3:43:04 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-978-8523

Email
john.sones@faa.gov

Address
P.O. Box 57152
North Pole, Alaska 99705

I don't support Proposal 55 that would make it unlawful to trap or snare bear.
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Submitted By
John Sones

Submited On
1/29/2014 3:45:44 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-978-8523

Email
john.sones@faa.gov

Address
P.O. Box 57152
North Pole, Alaska 99705

I don't support Proposal 69 to select another client if orginal applicant is unable to hunt.
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Submitted By
John Sones

Submited On
1/29/2014 3:50:12 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-978-8523

Email
john.sones@faa.gov

Address
P.O. Box 57152
North Pole, Alaska 99705

I don't support Proposal 81 for sheep non-resident 10% guide 50% non-resident  2nd degree kindren.
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Submitted By
John Sones

Submited On
1/29/2014 3:53:12 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-978-8523

Email
john.sones@faa.gov

Address
P.O. Box 57152
North Pole, Alaska 99705

I support Proposal 92 one bison per lifetime.
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Submitted By
John Sones

Submited On
1/29/2014 3:56:12 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-978-8523

Email
john.sones@faa.gov

Address
P.O. Box 57152
North Pole, Alaska 99705

I support Proposal 94 to change dates for caribou on Macomb plat (Delta).
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Submitted By
John Sones

Submited On
1/29/2014 4:18:42 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-978-8523

Email
john.sones@faa.gov

Address
P.O. Box 57152
North Pole, Alaska 99705

I support Proposal 104 to harvest grizzly over Black Bear bait in 20A & 20B.  I have established bait stations for over 20 years in these
areas. Confrontations with grizzlies has dramaticly increased in these areas. Grizzly populations have increased to the point of not seeing
black bear as we once did in these areas. We have video of 7 grizzlies on one bait at one time with a hunter present. Their have
been multiple cases of grizzly bears having to be sprayed with pepper spray on these baits due to their agressions. In three cases grown
grizzly sows have attempted to reach hunters in tree stands over these baits (we have video). Many warning shots have had to be fired into
the ground to scare these bears. These shots were ignored in most cases by the bears and they left when they wanted to. In one case a
grown grizzly boar chased my daughter and I for over a half mile on four wheeler and I had to shoot 6 warning shots to drive the bear away
when it would not give up chase.  Our main bait area within 10 miles of Chena Hotsprings road South Fork of Chena has had to be
abandoned due to the number of grizzlies working the baits.  Their are many more grizzly bears inside the Fairbanks area than the
public realizies and when black bear baits are not being baited any more because grizzlies are on them where do you think the bears go
looking for food.
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Submitted By
John Sones

Submited On
1/29/2014 4:20:48 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-978-8523

Email
john.sones@faa.gov

Address
P.O. Box 57152
North Pole, Alaska 99705

I support Proposal 107 to open non-res in minto flats.
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Submitted By
John Sones

Submited On
1/29/2014 4:22:55 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-978-8523

Email
john.sones@faa.gov

Address
P.O. Box 57152
North Pole, Alaska 99705

I support Proposal 109 to change muzzleloader to registration and dates.
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Submitted By
John Sones

Submited On
1/29/2014 4:26:26 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-978-8523

Email
john.sones@faa.gov

Address
P.O. Box 57152
North Pole, Alaska 99705

I dont support eliminating muzzleloader hunt on upper Salcha River.  There is a huntable population in this area they are just harder to get
at than other areas. We glassed bulls but failed to close.
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Submitted By
John Sones

Submited On
1/29/2014 4:29:26 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-978-8523

Email
john.sones@faa.gov

Address
P.O. Box 57152
North Pole, Alaska 99705

I support Proposal 113 to install Dall sheep hunts for youth.  We could have more youth hunters if they could hunt before school starts back
up.
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Submitted By
John Sones

Submited On
1/29/2014 4:31:17 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-978-8523

Email
john.sones@faa.gov

Address
P.O. Box 57152
Norht Pole, Alaska 99705

I don't support Proposal 120 in 20F for trophy destruction.
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Submitted By
John Sones

Submited On
1/29/2014 3:39:50 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-978-8523

Email
john.sones@faa.gov

Address
P.O. Box 57152
North Pole , Alaska 99705

I support Proposal 43 Open sheep 10 days before non-residents.
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Submitted By
Mark Renson

Submited On
1/6/2014 9:04:50 AM

Affiliation

Phone
9073220484

Email
mtrenson@yahoo.com

Address
po box 55941
North Pole, Alaska 99705

Propostion 117

Sir/Ma'am

I am opposed to Proposal 117 – 5 AAC 92.540 that is intended to restrict airboat usage in the Wood River area of Units 20A and 20C. 
Restricting access to one group of transportation user is not an effective harvest control method.  It unfairly restricts access to the hunting
area for one group while creating a favoritism status for another user group.  Moose populations should be managed in accordance with
established proven methods and not treat one transportation user group with prejudice based on misperceptions.  Fair chase and spot
and stalk hunting practices are common hunting methods for all hunters regardless of the means used to enter the hunt area.

Please reject Proposal 117 – 5 AAC 92.540.

Mark Renson
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Submitted By
Marty Williams

Submited On
10/16/2013 2:25:04 PM

Affiliation
None

Phone
907 388 8515

Email
mwilliams@ncmachinery.com

Address
1704 Sky Flight 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709

I would like to see the regulations changed that requires a person who hunts subsistance caribou in unit 13 to be allowed to hunt moose in
other units.  The current law has increased the amount of hunters in unit 13 to an unsustainable number.  I have hunted this unit for over 50
years and never seen so many hunters.  Moose are sparse in the unit and the current policy will endanger the health of the herd.  I believe
this decision to implement this requirement was politics and not based on good science.  I feel the same way about the community hunt
program.  End it please.  It is ripe for abuse.

A system needs to be implemented to prohibit hunters from harvesting a federal caribou and a state caribou.  If you draw a federal caribou
you should not qualify for a state caribou.  This would not change the harvest level and would allow more hunters to take a state caribou.

Also we traditionally would take a winter caribou and with the current management that is all but eliminated.  Save some permits for the
winter hunt
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Submitted By
Michael Raffaeli

Submited On
1/30/2014 10:39:34 PM

Affiliation

Thank you for the allowing the opportunity to submit comments online. 

 

Proposal 51- Opposition

Extending the hunting season on wolves will impact potential opportunity for wildlife viewers to see wolves during the peak tourism season

 

Proposal 52- Opposition

All hunters need to pay for the wildlife that the state is managing, and the associated costs it takes to manage.

 

Proposal 98 - Support

I support reducing waste (in the case of hunters shooting a bull then realizing it did not meet antler restrictions), and taking pressure off the
largest bull moose in a population. 

 

Proposals 99, 100 - Opposition

I support the preservation of non-motorized hunting opportunities, which is a scarce opportunity for hunters who desire a non-motorized
hunt.  Eliminating areas for non-motorized hunts and promoting more motorized access is not equitable for hunters who prefer an
opportunity for non-motorized access.  There are already very few opportunities for non-motorized hunting in Interior Alaska, and
eliminating or reducing the size of the Wood River CUA would make this type of hunting opportunity even more scarce.

 

Proposal 103 – Support

Limiting proxy hunting to one per year would help to reduce localized overharvest.  Keeping the limit at one would still provide an
opportunity for those who need a proxy.

 

Proposals 104, 105, 162 – Opposition

Using bait to hunt grizzly bears is an unethical form of hunting that should not be allowed.  Not only is it unethical, it habituates bears to
food, and creates a public danger for nearby cabin owners and recreational users.  I am opposed to the baiting of both black and grizzly
bears.  Baiting of black bears inevitably will attract grizzly bears, which is why baiting of black bears should be eliminated.

 

Proposals 116, 117 – Support

We support the reinstitution of the Nenana Controlled Use Area, and/or the Nenana-Totchaket Resource Development Corridor Controlled
Use Area.  Access to this area has improved due to recent natural gas developments and road improvements, which will lead to increased
use of the area for hunting, specifically motorized hunting that may not have been possible, or at least would have been much more difficult
before the development occurred.  I support the preservation and establishment of non-motorized hunting opportunities, which is a scarce
opportunity for hunters who desire a non-motorized hunt.

 

Proposal 122- Opposition

All hunters need to pay for the wildlife that the state is managing, and the associated costs it takes to manage.

 

Proposal 150- Support
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This is an important clarification to ensure the intent of the law is clear

 

Proposal 151- Support

This will allow better data to be gathered to assist management of migratory bird take

 

Proposal 155- Support

This proposal seeds to reduce the potential waste of hunted migratory game birds and helps to clarify the regulations

 

Proposal 164- Support

As a state resident, I have the right to know more information about the costs of predator management

 

Proposal 172 – Support

The practice of snaring bears is unethical and should be eliminated.  It can condition bears to food (creating a danger for nearby residents
and recreational users), and also increases the “incidental take” of brown bears who are drawn to the same bait set up for snaring black
bears.  Like bait stations (see comments on Proposals 104, 105, 162), this form of hunting should not be allowed.

 

Proposal 174- Opposition

There is no current biological data to suggest that raptor populations in the state are stable and not in decline, regardless of being more
abundant than in other states. The benefits to the state would be minimal in allowing out of state falconers to take this state’s resources
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Submitted By
Myron Heil

Submited On
12/8/2013 7:43:14 PM

Affiliation

I am writing to fully support proposal 117 restricting airboat usage for moose hunting in NCUA.   The use of airboats has not only continued
to be a problem for local users, but has grown to the point of disrupting natural wildlife activities and has negatively impacted the quality
of hunting for all user groups.   The one select user group that choses to hunt in that manner should not be allow to have that level of impact
on all Alaskans.
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Submitted By
Nan Eagleson

Submited On
1/31/2014 12:21:44 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-683-2822

Email
surfbird@mtaonline.net

Address
PO Box 114
Denali Park, Alaska 99755

Proposal 99 and 100, Controlled use Areas.  "Opposition"

I oppose removing or modifying the boundaries of the Wood River Controlled Use Area.

I strongly support Controlled Use Areas (CUAs) and oppose opening up more areas to motorized access for hunting.  There are plenty of
areas that provide motorized access for hunting and they inevitably compromise the habitat and wildlife resources of that area.  It is only
equitable to provide a variety of hunting opportunities via different motorized and nonmotorized access.

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on line.
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Submitted By
Nan Eagleson

Submited On
1/31/2014 12:08:44 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-683-2822

Email
surfbird@mtaonline.net

Address
PO Box 114
Denali Park, Alaska 99755

Proposal 98: Support.  I would like to support this proposal because it will take the pressure off the biggest bull moose that contribute
important genetics to a local population of moose and hopefully, will prevent waste of meat because of misjudgement of antler size
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Submitted By
Nan Eagleson

Submited On
1/31/2014 12:27:47 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-683-2822

Email
surfbird@mtaonline.net

Address
PO Box 114
Denali Park, Alaska 99755

Proposal 101 Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose.  "Support"

 

I support the targeted moose hunts to hopefully reduce moose-vehicle collisions and to provide alternative hunting opportunities for hunters
who hope to provide meat for their freezer,

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on line.
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Submitted By
Nan Eagleson

Submited On
1/31/2014 12:46:00 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-683-2822

Email
surfbird@mtaonline.net

Address
PO Box 114
Denali Park, Alaska 99755

Proposal 104 and Proposal 105, Permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait or scent lures.  Oppose.

 

I stronly oppose the use of bait stations for any bears.  It is an unethical way of "hunting", it habituates bears to artificially procured food and
poses a danger to the public.  Educating people for appropriate bear interactions has always emphasizes preventing bears from getting
food.  Grizzly bears are not going to discriminate wether a bait station is intended for black bears.  Other recreational users in an area will
unknowingly be subjected to  dangerous interactions with bears.  I support the concept of Fair Chase for hunters and bear baiting is a
completely unethical way to take these animals.
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Submitted By
Nan Eagleson

Submited On
1/31/2014 1:27:35 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-683-2822

Email
surfbird@mtaonline.net

Address
PO Box 114
Denali Park, Alaska 99755

Proposal 116 and 117. Controlled Use Areas.  Support

I support the creation of the Nenana-Totchaket Resource Development Corridor Controlled Use Area.  Because of the new road access
and the presence of a number of recreational cabins that are no longer remote, hunting opportunities should be limited to reduce possible
conflicts by an increase of hunters new to this area.

I support the reinstatement of the Nenana Controlled Use area to protect the local susistence users particularly because of the new road
access to this area.

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on line.
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Submitted By
otis rowland

Submited On
1/29/2014 12:13:44 PM

Affiliation

Phone
347-7595

Email
orowland1970@gmail.com

Address
2091 edward drive
north pole, Alaska 99705

Proposal 43. I support . Guides still have the same season. So they can't say no money for the state. Now I have been sheep hunting when
guide came in with horses can't compete with horses or supercub. So this would be great for residents.
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Submitted By
otis rowland

Submited On
1/29/2014 12:31:23 PM

Affiliation

Phone
347-7595

Email
orowland1970@gmail.com

Address
2091 edward drive
north pole, Alaska 99705

Proposal 55 I don't support this proposal. I am all for the snaring of black and grizzly bears. Very effective and cheaper than using
aircraft.Unit 16 might be experimental other villages have been snaring bears for years.
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Submitted By
otis rowland

Submited On
1/29/2014 12:37:11 PM

Affiliation

Phone
347-7595

Email
orowland1970@gmail.com

Address
2091 edward drive
north pole, Alaska 99705

Proposal 69 I don't support.As a resident if get sick or whatever I don't get to give my drawing permit to someone else.
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Submitted By
otis rowland

Submited On
1/29/2014 12:46:38 PM

Affiliation

Phone
347-7595

Email
orowland1970@gmail.com

Address
2091 edward drive
north pole, Alaska 99705

Proposal 81 I don't support. Sounds like a problem with Guides maybe eliminating all non residents sheep permits would fix it.
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Submitted By
otis rowland

Submited On
1/29/2014 12:50:04 PM

Affiliation

Phone
347-7595

Email
orowland1970@gmail.com

Address
2091 edward drive
north pole, Alaska 99705

Proposal 92 I support.Would be nice to have a better chance of drawing a permit.
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Submitted By
otis rowland

Submited On
1/29/2014 12:55:06 PM

Affiliation

Phone
347-7595

Email
orowland1970@gmail.com

Address
2091 edward drive
north pole, Alaska 99705

Proposal 94 I support.
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Submitted By
otis rowland

Submited On
1/29/2014 1:15:47 PM

Affiliation

Phone
347-7595

Email
orowland1970@gmail.com

Address
2091 edward drive
north pole, Alaska 99705

Proposal 110 I don't support. Please don't eliminate this hunt. Date change will help access.
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Submitted By
otis rowland

Submited On
1/29/2014 1:21:02 PM

Affiliation

Phone
347-7595

Email
orowland1970@gmail.com

Address
2091 edward drive
north pole, Alaska 99705

Proposal 113 I support. I have kids it would be nice to for them to have a opportunity before school without a lot of pressure.
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Submitted By
otis rowland

Submited On
1/29/2014 1:25:07 PM

Affiliation

Phone
347-7595

Email
orowland1970@gmail.com

Address
2091 edward drive
north pole, Alaska 99705

Proposal 120 and 121 I don't support no more restrictions or rules please.
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Submitted By
Russell Oswald

Submited On
10/4/2013 10:06:18 AM

Affiliation
Resident

Phone
907-343-8196

Email
rvoz@alaska.net

Address
6913 Madelynne Way
Anchorage, Alaska 99504

The Unit 13 Tier I Caribou hunt (RC566) has a requirement to file the report within three days of the kill.  Many of us are out in the field for a
period of time that does not allow us to meet this requirement.  I would like to suggest that this language be changed to "within three days
after returning from the field".

I have questioned ADF&G about this and was told that they recognize this is an issue but that they do not anticipate penalizing the hunters
for this.  Given that there is recogntion of a problem, it just seems to be a very simple "fix" to remove the appearance of being out of
compliance with the stated permit requirments.  It would put the hunters into compliance and not put ADF&G into a situation where they are
forced to make this type of a call.
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Submitted By
Ryan Miller

Submited On
12/14/2013 5:48:34 PM

Affiliation

Proposal #44

I would like to see this proposal adopted, the unlimited pressure experiment has run it's course and it is time to start making changes to
improve sheep hunting in Alaska. Im a lifelong resident and feel like the can has been kicked down the road far enough. You all know what
needs to be done so please step up and take action.
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Submitted By
Scott Heidorn

Submited On
12/11/2013 7:58:26 PM

Affiliation

Greetings,

I am opposed to PROPOSAL 117 - 5 AAC 92.540. Titled controlled use areas. Reinstate the Nenana Controlled Use Area.

I do not own an airboat and it has been over 20 years since I rode in one.  

I am opposed to this proposal for the following reasons. This proposal is an attempt by a group of public land users, to use you, the
government, to restrict another groups use of public land.  Also, it appears the only real issue or conflict being raised involves the
interference to spot and stalk due to noise from other hunters.  Apparently, non-moose hunters with airboats must not make any noise!  I
used to hunt in Minto Flats, where airboats were not allowed for moose hunting, and my spot and stalk hunting was disturbed daily by boats
motoring up and down sloughs with someone standing in a crows nest 10 - 15 feet above the boat.  Essentially moose hunting has
become glorified road hunting and the constant drone of motor boats drowns out the subtle sounds moose make.  

Unless the Board of Game is willing to prevent access to all users that generate sounds, irregardless of why/how it is being generated, the
Board needs to reject this proposal. 

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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Submitted By
Stephen Stidham

Submited On
1/19/2014 7:39:45 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-460-1008

Email
stid2677@aol.com

Address
900 Lakloey Drive
North Pole, Alaska 99705

Please approve;

Proposal 44-5 AAC 85.055 Hunting Season and bag limits for Dall Sheep and 92.057 Special provisions for Dall Sheep drawing permit
hunts.

 

For the last 4 years I have had my sheep hunting opportunities affected by guides and non-resident sheep hunters. Through
either direct conflict on the ground with guides or by Air Transporters refusing to fly me into drainages because guides work
that drainage. The quality of sheep hunting for residents is very poor in many areas where both guides and nonresidents
have no limits, because of these issues.

To continue to allow non residents to have primary access to our best sheep hunting areas is unfair to resident sheep
hunters.  On two of my last 4 hunts I have encountered guide camps setup before the start of the season and had guides
inform me that they were waiting on clients to arrive and that they were going to hunt the valleys I had planned on accessing.
These were NOT friendly encounters. Guides are dominating state land and thereby blocking residents from having sheep
hunting opportunity into the prime areas that sheep inhabit. Guides are influencing Air Transporters to not fly residents in
their areas by threatening to withhold their business if they do.  Please support this proposal to give resident sheep hunters a
fair chance at our ALASKAN sheep resource.
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Submitted By
Stephen Stidham

Submited On
1/15/2014 10:54:11 AM

Affiliation

Phone
907-460-1008

Email
stid2677@aol.com

Address
900 Lakloey Drive
North Pole, Alaska 99705

I ask the BOG to please refuse prop 32 and 47 giving bowhunters a 10 day head start to hunt sheep before the general season opener of
10 Aug. I'm a certified bowhunter myself and still feel that this is not the answer to our states sheep mangament issues. I bowhunt because
I choose to restrict myself to a limited range weapon and therefore to allow a 10 day advantage over the rifle hunters is unfair. There
already exist a 10 mile wide bow only corridoor within the Dalton Highway Corridor Management Area for those bowhunters that want to
bowhunt sheep.
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Submitted By
Stevan H White

Submited On
1/30/2014 5:35:53 PM

Affiliation
Willow Air

Phone
907-232-9546

Email
akgos@yahoo.com

Address
P.O. Box 231
Willow, Alaska 99688

This comment is for the McGrath area Proposal 59 to lengthen the season in Unit 21A for non-resident hunters. The data is complete now
on the moose count and the numbers look great and support a longer season.

~~A survey was conducted in March 2013 and the current estimate of moose is 2442.

The bull to cow ratio is 77:100 (2011&2012).

There is a harvestable surplus of 98 moose.

The 5 year average harvest is about 30 moose/year and there is additional harvest available.

This count is also a very conservative estimate of the moose population since many of the moose in Unit 21A migrate down the Innoko
River and winter on the islands in the Yukon delta.

Most of the non-resident hunters are brought in by us (Willow Air) and we do not intend to increase our numbers. We simply want our
hunters to have the opportunity to hunt later when the bulls are more active. Most of our hunters now want to hunt until the last day which is
Sept 20 so if we get bad weather many are late getting out of the field. With the longer season we could space our pickups out from the
21st thru the 26th alleviating the congestion on the 21st. Hunters would also be spaced out more and not all hunting at the same time. On
our guided hunts, we are now doing two 8-day hunts since there is only a 16-day season. If we have much bad weather this is just not
enough time. If we had the 21-day season like we had before, we would do two 10-day hunts, which leaves a couple more days for bad
weather. We would not be doing any more guided hunters just making the hunts longer.  With the number of hunters in Unit 21A and the
current success rate, I believe the harvest would go up by approximately five mature bulls which is well within the 98 bull harvestable
surplus. The 77 to 100 bull to cow ratio is also one of the highest I have seen. This also supports a longer season. Again, this would only
affect mature, 50+ inch bulls.  Thanks,  Steve
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Submitted By
Steve Skjegstad

Submited On
1/14/2014 2:32:06 PM

Affiliation

Phone
907-242-1414

Email
sls@chugach.net

Address
3019 Glacier Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99508

PROPOSAL 115-5 AAC 85.045. Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Change the season dates and bag limit for moose
in Unit 20C as follows:

Unit 20C:

Resident moose season, spike fork or 50-inch antlers or three brow tines, September 1-25.

Nonresident moose season, September 1-25 one bull with 50-inch antlers or antlers with four brow tines, on at least one side.

ISSUE: Moose season in Unit 20C for residents and nonresidents.  Currently, Unit 20C has six moose/square mile while across the rivers
in Unit 20A and 20B densities are as high as 4.4 moose/square mile.  Unit 20C has had some recent burns in the area and the Board of
Game has allowed grizzly baiting. This should allow the moose population to grow to what it should be. However the long any bull season
for residents targets all age groups and is more in line with a management plan that stabilizes or reduces the population.  I believe a better
strategy for this area at this time would be the spike fork, 50-inch strategy. the spike fork, 50-inch strategy is supposed to grow the moose
population while increasing hunting opportunity for both meat and trophy hunters. Prior to the last Board of Game cycle, the nonresident
moose seasosn ended September 15 but was for any bull. If the board wants to stay with the 50-inch nonresident requirement, the season
date should be changed to September 25.

"OPPOSITION" I oppose the above proposed change.  

First, please note the error in line one of this proposal.  Moose density in Unit 20C is .6/square mile, not six/square mile.

It is my opinion that this plan is inconsistent with Fish and Game's Intensitive Management of a subsistence area.  Opportunity for
resident hunters is decreased while increased for the nonresident and guide.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF NOTHING IS DONE? Targeting all age classes of bulls for the new longer hunting season may not have the
desired effect of growing the population.

"OPPOSITION" If nothing is done the same opportunities will exist as they have for years. If nothing is done, and given recent burns
and grizzly baiting, assuming grizzly baiting results in more bear kills, then I would anticipate the moose population to grow slightly
based on more browse and less predation. If nothing is done there will be fewer nonresident days of hunting which I believe will translate
into fewer moose kills. If nothing is done we are more likely to maintain area harvest goals of 150-400 moose as 2012 stats show. If
nothing is done the nonresident kill percentage will likely remain at 1.3% of the harvest as noted in 2012, down from 9% prior to
imposing antler restrictions established by the BOG 2 years ago. If nothing is done then the same wonderful hunting opportunity for any
bull will continue to be a a joyous option.

WILL THE QUALITY OF THE RESOURCE HARVESTED OR THE PRODUCTS PRODUCED BE IMPROVED? The proposed
change is supposed to provide more moose and opportunity for meat and trophy hunters and increase the moose population in the area.

"OPPOSITION" I think the best quality moose meat is that from a younger bull, typically smaller than the 50 plus inchers. I think the
best quality moose meat is that which you can reliably put in your freezer. The year and a half old bulls that I've shot in Unit 20C have
all had palmated antlers and would not have qualified under the spike fork regulation.  This moose population is not stressed,
maintains plenty of browse and as a result rarely develop spike fork antlers unlike other Units, and consequencly would  essentially
limit harvest to 50 inch plus only bulls.

WHO IS LIKELY TO BENEFIT? Hunters who want more moose whether they are trophy or meat hunters.

"OPPOSITION" Those who will benefit will be the hunting guides and their clients. The guide and client would gain more hunting days,
giving up nothing for this proposed change and the resident could stand to loose the any bull option that has been on the books for all
time.

WHO IS LIKELY TO SUFFER? Hunters who want to shoot any bull without worrying about antler size.
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"SUPPORT" I do agree that hunters that don't want to worry about antler size would suffer.  That's me.  I appreciate the joy of the hunt
without the pressure of counting brow tines, thats if your lucky enough for the moose look your way, or guestimating antler width. Any
seasoned hunter knows the value in taking a shot when it presents itself.  Over the years I have let moose walk if I couldn't read brow
tines, trying to guess antler width is much riskier.  

I can't think of a better way to discourage a young or inexperienced hunter than to impose antler restrictions in the mix.  I have a
teenager who would like to learn how to hunt moose and I also know that antler configuration could dampen an otherwise successful
hunt. 

The common method for accessing Unit 20C is with boat or airplane. Those without these means of transportation are restricted to
hunting along the fringes of Unit 20C and would greatly reduce their chances of moose hunting success.

"OTHER SOLUTIONS CONSIDERED" .......

I would like to see the time honored management in place prior to the Board of Game change in 2012.  I would like to see the resident
moose hunting season September 1-20 and nonresident season run September 5-15.  If it's not broke, don't try to change it. The last
regulatory change that expanded the nonresident season to September 1-20 was proposed by a hunting guide.  This proposal to
expand the nonresident season is again proposed by a hunting guide.  I think the old system of any bull for all hunters was a good system. I
have friends who lived for many years in Alaska, now living outside, and nonresident family members, who will not come hunt with me
because of the 50 inch/4 brow regulation which creates a very low probabliity hunt as compared to any bull.  
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Submitted By
Wesley Hopwood

Submited On
10/21/2013 9:43:53 PM

Affiliation

Support of Proposal 94-5AAC 85.025

I hunted caribou on the Macomb Platue during August 2013. Though my group of 3 hunters saw ~100 caribou we only found one small bull
which we were fortunate to harvest. The temperatures were around 80. We were able to find a small remaining snow bank or else the
quality of the meat would have been comprimised. We saw several other hunting parties and one other hunter harvested and young bull
similar to mine, most were unsucessful. I think that the area provides a good challenge for walk-in hunters but the current season is not
conducive to harvesting bulls in the area.
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